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Address Foshan Shunde LEO Machinery Co., Ltd.
28 Changhong Road 
Fengxiang Industrial Zone 
528300 Guangdong, Foshan

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our main products include Glass Straight Line Double-edging Machine, Glass Straight Line Edging Machine, Glass Straight Line Round Double-
edging Machine, Vertical Insulating Glass Automatic Production Line and assistant correlation device, and some other popular glass deep-processing
machines.

Now we have more than 10 items popular products, and our double-edging machine could reach the Min. processing width at 150 mm while the Max.
processing width at 4500 mm. Our products have Stable Structure, High Technic, High Quality, Beautiful Look, Easy Operation, High Efficiency,
Precise and Smooth Transmission System, Advanced configuration Control System ad Super Size Processing Capacity, suitable for the processing of
furniture glass and building glass.
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